ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVE

This project aims at the development of catalysts and processes for high cetane ethers from precursor alcohol mixtures synthesized from $\text{H}_2/\text{CO}$ synthesis gas. The following three specific tasks have been defined:

C Preparation and testing of solid acid catalysts for ether synthesis. This task involves preparation of strongly acidic tungsten/zirconia catalysts and optimization of the surface concentration of the catalytic acid groups. Further catalyst development entails anchored fluorocarbon sulfonic acid catalysts. Reaction studies involve conversion of alcohols to unsymmetrical high cetane ethers using continuous flow gas-phase reactor systems.

C Reaction mechanisms and kinetics. This task involves determination of reaction rates as a function of operating variables, primarily reaction pressure, temperature, and molar ratio of reactants.

C Characterization for insight into catalyst optimization. The solid acid centers involved in the catalytic reaction are subject to quantitative analysis of their concentrations and strengths through a combination of surface area measurements, X-ray powder diffraction, optical spectscopy, and high resolution X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS TO DATE

A tungstena-zirconia catalyst, patented by Mobil Technology Co. for paraffin isomerization, has been examined in this project for alcohol dehydrocondensation and dehydration reactions. The mixture of isobutanol and methanol converts over this solid acid catalyst to the unsymmetrical ether methylisobutylether (MIBE), dimethylether (DME), and at higher temperatures to isobutene (IB) and smaller amounts of isooctene. The ether-forming reactions obey kinetic laws consistent with a two-site catalysis whereby the precursor alcohols are adsorbed on proximal acid sites. Adsorption of pyridine and other amines followed by N 1s X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis revealed ca 10-12% strong Brønsted acid surface functionalities. Quantitative XPS analysis of the W/Zr ratio demonstrated a complete dispersion of WO₃ on the zirconia surface. Optical diffuse reflectance studies indicate that tungstena and sulfate dopants anchor to the zirconia surface at hydroxyl sites and change the electronic nature of the catalyst. While the activation energies for partial processes to form MIBE, DME, and IB over the doped zirconia catalysts were similar to those over earlier studied Nafion-H, the latter catalyst produced superior rates particularly for MIBE formation.

The sodium salt of the glycoldiester of sulfuric acid has been synthesized for us by an industrial company, and we have replaced the sodium by ammonium ion using an ion exchange column and anchored the complex to the surface of zirconia. XPS and optical spectroscopy analyses to verify the successful synthesis of this catalyst precursor are being carried out before testing.

A theoretical study localized the transition state of the reactants via a dual-site S_N2 mechanism on the catalysts studied here. A remarkable feature of this mechanism is a concerted transfer of the methyl group from adsorbed methanol to the oxygen of adsorbed isobutanol, and of three protons between the alcohols, surface acid sites, and leaving water molecule. Computations indicate that the sulfated zirconia is a slightly stronger acid than CF₃SO₃H (a model for Nafion-H) by 1.3-1.4 kcal/mol. However, the superior activity of Nafion-H is attributed to the flexibility of the structure and a relatively high concentration of its sulfonic acid groups.

SIGNIFICANCE TO FOSSIL ENERGY PROGRAMS

Oxyenated diesel fuels are of importance to both environmental compliance and efficiency of diesel engines. Unsymmetrical ethers with one light alkyl originating from abundant sources such as methanol or ethanol and one heavy alkyl such as isobutyl, obtainable from isobutanol produced from natural gas-derived H₂/CO synthesis gas or isobutene derived from petroleum, have ideal cetane and vapor properties for immediate use in diesel-powered engines.

PLANS FOR THE COMING YEAR

Further improvement of the strong acid tungstena/zirconia and sulfated zirconia catalysts will be sought by maximizing the concentration of proximal dual acid sites through anchoring of glycol ester precursors of tungstic acid and sulfuric acid on zirconia followed by hydrolysis.
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